Abstract: -Tracking object algorithms in moving platform environment are a challenging mission because they treat variety of speeds for moving object problems. Common method is Mean Shift Algorithm (MSA) due to its simple and efficient procedure. However, the lack of dynamic window size scale in its target model makes it unsuitable for tracking objects in real applications system. Dual static cameras placed in front and rear moving platform gathered information surrounding moving platform. Since the scale of the targets diverse irregularly there are needs to adjusted bandwidth scale when the appearances of tracking object changes. In this paper an automatic window-size updating method based mean shift with motion information obtained from Optical Flow (OF). Objects move with variety of speeds and directions surrounding moving platform .The proposed module speed and direction of moving object join together as factor updating scale according to how much moving object near or far from camera. Proposed framework initialized by MSA followed by Multi Scale Motion Measurement (MSMM). Experimental results show that scale update could select the proper window size of tracking region depending on speed of moving object. Evaluate performance of MSMM compare with traditional MSA by mismatch ratio and time complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Object tracking is major subject in computer vision applications such as traffic road management, surveillance and auto driver [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Tracking moving object is one of the most challenging topics in dynamic sight due to the present problems such as occlusions, clutters with background. Environment changes in the objects' shape, size or diversity moving objects speed. A large number of algorithms achieve efficient visual object tracking algorithm, such as mean-shift, kalman filter and particle filters [1] [2] [3] [4] . common method is (MS) Mean shift algorithm due to its simple and efficient procedure with suitable accuracies [25] .Mean shift is estimator of nonparametric density function by computes the nearest mode iteratively [26] .original mean shift tracking algorithm limitation is constant target model while object appearance change during tracking. In practical experience appearance of target will be changed and if modeling of target be constant, certainly tracker will loss object. These limitations caused by inaccuracy of tracker's bandwidth or constant target model during tracking. Developed methods try to solve this problem [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] .
Window size of object tracking would affected by the accuracy of target matching and position, which consequently determines the whole tracking precision. Background confounded with object tracker when window size is too large. However, too small window size make not fully obtained feature of the tracked object causing target lost. In this paper, adaptive scale introduced into object tracking systems to deal with the problem of window size selection and updating. The displacement obtain from optical flow reflected the relation between object appearance and scale. The scale changes of the moving target in video can be regarded as the distance changes between sequence frames in real scene. Therefore motion information obtained from OF used to determine the size changes of the tracking window. The main contribution of the paper is that we have suggested a new definition for updating window size scale related moving object speed and then integrated the proposed method into the mean-shift frameworks. Mismatch Ratio used for comparison between MSMM and MSA. The rest of this paper is as follows: In Section II discuses tracking algorithm update scale development, in section III classical Mean-Shift Algorithm introduced. In section IV. Optical Flow algorithm described, in Section V, proposed algorithm MSMM, experimental tracking results will be showed in Section VI. Lastly, we give a conclusion in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Mean-Shift Algorithm ((MSA) [4] is used in the Computer Vision field for clustering, tracking and probability density estimation. Tracking achieve in MSA by shift data to minimum distance between target and candidate Probability Density Functions (PDFs).
Traditional MSA in [55] assumed that the object scale is constant during tracking, in experience it is unusual to detect objects whose scale and orientation constantly unchanged. If the object becomes smaller, the kernel window includes background clutter which often leads to tracking failure. In [3] proposed to change the window size by a constant factor (10%) and to run the algorithm multiple times. The scale maximizing the similarity to the target model was chosen. The approach does not cope well with increases of object size since the smaller windows usually have higher similarity and therefore the scale is often underestimated but when scale exceeds window targets and become larger then it cannot work well because window converges to the local maximum in a smaller searching window [4] . In [5] proposed method is based on the theorem that the changes of the target scale and target position within the kernel will not impact the tracking accuracy of the Mean Shift tracking algorithm. However, this method cannot be employed when the scale change of a target becomes smaller. Pu et al. [12] using Mean-Shift to track object estimate translation in forward and backward direction. Produced methods are based on invariant moments to address scale update problem. Yang et al. [14] introduced a new similarity measure which leads to scale estimation by comparison of second moments of target model and target candidate. In [6] , image moments are used in [1, 10] also.
Second order moment consuming time calculation, it is not appropriate for real-time application. Another improvement direction present in [8] [9] [10] . Affine projection is also introduced to solve the problem of scale adaptation However, simply introducing affine Transformation in these methods cannot get a satisfied scale adaptation.
[16] Exploit affine structure to recover object relative scale from feature point correspondences between consecutive frames the interest point matching in these methods is not efficient to obtain correct affine structures. [8] search for the object boundary by correlating image with four templates. Positions of the boundaries directly determine the scale of the object. Estimating scale from feature correspondences takes times and has difficulties dealing with a non-rigid or a deformable object.
Update the tracking bandwidth required when the size of the tracked objects changes due to the camera or object motion. When an object move slowly becomes larger cause poor localization since not all pixels belonging to the object are included in the search window .
We present adaptive scale estimation mechanism which employ motion information of moving object as a scale factor, built simply on the MSA procedure for target modeling and OF for motion information. Present scale adaptation by a Multi-Scale Information Measurement (MSIIM) object speed between three sequence frames was scale by the MSIIM to adjustment bandwidth which consider as the scale estimation.
III. MEAN-SHIFT TRACKING: AN OVERVIEW
In this section we introduce the Mean Shift Tracking Algorithm described in [26] .The Mean Shift tracker works by searching in each frame for the location of an image region whose color histogram is closest to the reference color histogram of the target [27] . Features and representation of target model, target candidates and geometric relations between target models and candidates region are the main subject of the MSA [25] . Object modeling using color probability density, q object model probability of color u, u = 1. . . m is C is the normalization constant σ is the Kronecker delta function The probability p of color u in the target candidate is Use mean shift to estimate probability and target location. Track target candidate in video by matching probability of target model with candidate neighbor. Measure similarity between probability object model q and target p at new location y use Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ . Let z denote estimated new target location near y, and color probability does not change significantly. To adapt to change of scale, can modify window size h and let algorithm converge to h that maximizes ρ (p(y, q)). 
IV. OPTICAL FLOW
One of basic operation in video analyses is Optical Flow used in computer vision application such as segmentation, structure motion and compression figure (1) . OF algorithms consider intensity change in 2D for image pixels caused by motion so can calculate displacement between at least two sequence frames.
The idea of brightness conservation and optical flow were first proposed by Fennema [3] .
Where I is an image sequence, [dx, dy] is the displacement vector for the pixel at coordinate [x, y] and t and Δt are the frames at time t and t+1 displacement of the image sequence. Find approximation derived by Taylor expansion.
Two unknown variable with one equation . Horn and Schunck [7] using differential technique technique has been used to calculate the optical flow. Horn and Shunck were the first to impose a global smoothness constraint, assuming the flow to be smooth across the image. Their minimization function is:
Where ‫ג‬ reflects the influence of the smoothness term ,can be expressed as a pair of Gauss-Siedel iterative equations. The estimated motion by Horn & Shunck algorithm is dense and precise, because it is calculated for each pixel in the image. However, the use of the temporal intensity conservation and the spatial motion coherence assumptions make it more adapted for the small displacements than for the long displacements. Motion criteria is reinforced by the connectivity criteria in order to localize each moving object in the scene, and to find the number of objects moving with the same apparent velocity.
V. MSMM ALGORITHM
Mean shift algorithm assumed that the object scale during the course of tracking is constant. It is not true to detect objects with complex shapes whose scale and orientation constantly change due to the platform and object motions.
Dual static cameras placed in front and rear moving platform gathered information which is used to tracking objects .objects move with different speed and direction surround moving platform. In this paper, we propose framework allows update window size scale depending on the speed of the platform and objects movement by integrate displacement measurement with appearance changing.
Speed of moving object related with size a scale, i.e., the closer one to camera sees bigger to observe while far one become smaller .proposed method being able to measure and distinguish the object's scale related to speed. Displacement moving object obtained from OF, employs scaling factors are applied to improve the MSA tracking performance by MSMM algorithm Figure ( 
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The scaling factors are update based on the speed value which considers scale adaption with respect to appearance change. Tracking algorithm adjusts the tracking bandwidth when the tracked objects move far away or near moving platform. When object moving speed higher than platform speed become far away from the camera and it seems smaller to observer scale window size decreases until object disappear from the scene. In the same way if the object speed is less than platform speed scale window size become larger .window size unchanged if object and moving platform move at the same speed .
Here we present a Multi-Scale Motion Measurement (MSMM) to achieve the goal. If we set the distance d between moving object and moving platform as a scale factor. High speed moving object increase average difference displacement (D x , D y ) and object seem smaller in this case window size become smaller according to value. While window size become larger if object moving in slower speed. Unchangeable window size when both of objects, platform movement speed are equal. MSMM process stage explains as follow: 1-Find Optical flow for moving objects in three sequence frames eq. Here the scale changing is dependent on object displacement that determined by optical flow. on the current tracking window, then multiply a factor of average difference displacement 
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section evaluates the proposed MSMM scale update algorithm in comparison with the MSA algorithm. Results examined on real videos with variable platform (using normal car as the moving platform mentioned before in experiments to test adaptive scale related with speed). The target moves far away from moving platform then tracking region scale from large to the small size and object speeds. Front, rear camera placed inside car in the middle of it is longitudinal axis's .dual camera has same properties which are Number of Pixels Approx. 18.9 Megapixels, Dimension (W x H x D) =121.6x86.6x93.3 mm, Focal length 35 mm equivalents, Image Sensor type (7.76mm) Exmore R CMOS sensor, Video Out type HD. speeds of car are 20-60 mile in hour .Video length 25 sec, resolution 320×240 and frame rate is 25fps . video1, video2 acquired by front, and rear camera synchronization with 30 m/h platform speed.Video3, video4 capture from moving platform in motorway 60m/h car speed. Proposed method compared with MSA. Fig.3 (a, b) show result for low speed moving object video1, video2 capture by front rear camera respectively while Fig. 4 (a, b) show result for high speed moving object video3, video4 capture by front, rear camera respectively . Method runs in with 8GB multi processor core TM-i7 with software environment MATLAB.
Object seems bigger when objects slow movement because it become near from camera. Fig.2 (a) Fig.2  (b) blue rectangle and Fig.3 (a) Fig.3 (b) yellow rectangle .Visa versa in height speed Fig.4 (a) Fig.4 (b) red rectangle and Fig.5 (a) Fig.5 (b) green rectangle. Since window size processed by MSMM changes according to how much near or far from camera this cause different processing time while traditional MSTA may process large window size because of initialized even when object seems small so it is clear processing time in MSMM less than MSTA . There are three parts in MSMM algorithm cost time computational which are: calculation of the Mean Shift tracking, motion information, and the MSMM computation. Also target tracking size is related to the time cost .The bigger size is cost more time. The time cost is less than 55ms when the number of the pixels in the target is less than 10 X 45 pixels table (1) mismatch ratio for MSMM and MSA. Proposed method can handle with quick response to variety of video sequence .In experiment result achieved very encouraging results to real time applications about 15 frames per second. Using motion information is more accurate to matching than the statistic feature because it avoid color histogram mismatch problem, which occur in MS. The tracking window will be larger or smaller depend on how much the target far from camera.
The scales of the tracking windows are incorrect when the spatial color Mean-Shift tracking Algorithm is used to track the high speed car. Furthermore, the errors become larger when the target becomes smaller. Our MSMM algorithm can adapt to the scale changing very well. The scale of the moving platform in Figure 3 ,4 changes frequently. Because the video is taken by the camera which follows the moving platform, the scale of the moving platform changes from the large to small size or vice versa. MSMM performs extremely well and has the lowest number of errors. Tracking algorithms have more errors after 20 frames, and there are more and more errors as the target moves away from camera. Because the true target scale changes suddenly from the large size to the small size, the cumulative errors of the Mean Shift increase. 
VII. CONCULASION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed MSMM tracking algorithm for moving object in video sequence .The traditional Mean-Shift tracking algorithm is used to obtain the target model in each iteration while resizing tracking region by MSMM. Motion information obtained from OF is used as scaling factor to update window size between adjacent three frames. Depending on object moving characteristics to update scale factor parameters .Proposed technique built on two levels, the first level apply MSTA and in each iteration motion information is obtained using OF algorithm. Second level is used to resize scale by MSMM method .Experiments are carried out on four videos sequences acquired by dual camera placed in front of and rear moving platform.
Real videos are tested to validate scale factor update performance, Mismatch Ratio measurement and computation time is analyzed and compared with the traditional MSTA. Algorithm evaluated by two measurements applied to MSA and MSMM time complexity and mismatch ratio. The experimental results show that our algorithm can effectively adapt scale with respect to speed and direction of moving object and platform without additional time consuming and it is still suitable for real-time tracking applications .Mismatch ratio show that MSMM more accurate than classical MSTA. motion information used to track object with different situation such as appear, stop and disappear object in view as future work, since this approach solves static scale in MSA detect different motion speed for the scene flow, it can be used for motion analysis in existing 2D tracking based methods or to define scene flow descriptors.
